
School facility managers want simple, �exible lighting controls
Educational facilities are complex. Classrooms, gyms, hallways, o�ces, and parking areas all have their unique needs, and many areas are 
multi-use, requiring frequent changes to lighting.  Most networked lighting controls are too complicated for in-building personnel to 
manage themselves. Education facilities need solutions that meet aggressive cost targets, can be self-managed, and don’t require IT 
support. Most of all, they need a system that just works. 

Avi-on Bluetooth® lighting controls: easy to install, easy to use, and easy to change.  

OVERVIEW
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Avi-on App

Dimming Wall Station 

Gateway-free, Distributed Control
Gain optimal energy savings without a complicated gateway: no single point of failure, 
no extra cost/hassle, and no special network or panel installation

Easy-to-install Battery-Powered Wall Stations
Install battery-powered wall controllers with 12+ year battery life and no special wiring

Preset Scenes and Settings
Use the Avi-on mobile app to associate common lighting settings, zones, and scenes to 
wall station buttons in each area

Color-capable Wireless Switching
Use wall stations or mobile apps to wirelessly control Avi-on compatible color changing 
luminaires

IT-friendly Policy
Run stand-alone or use cell modem to avoid core network integration 

Control the Whole Campus
Control classrooms, o�ces, gym’s, hallways, and parking lots using a single platform: less 
training, less up-keep
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Call Avi-on Sales
(877) AVION-US

(877) 284-6687
prosales@avi-on.com

ONE SOLUTION FOR 
INTERIOR & EXTERIOR 

APPLICATIONS



Dimming
Wall Station
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Enhance mood and productivity of 
students and teachers using Avi-on 
Dynamic Color Tuning, which 
creates the experience of natural 
daylight in the classroom.

Color made easy
Control the whole campus
Avi-on mesh provides worry-free wireless connectivity and can grow as your needs do.

Direct Connect™
PIR Sensor

Highbay Fixtures
w/ Avi-on LVFA
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Dimming
Wall Station Distributed control allows any �xture 

to be in any group or scene, thus 
enabling tailored lighting for any 
occasion
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Companies choose Avi-on to maximize their ROI
Avi-on maximizes utility rebates, annual energy savings, productivity, safety, and convenience... while reducing installation and ongoing 
maintenance costs and providing �exibility to recon�gure how the lighting in spaces operates using software instead of re-wiring.


